A SELFISH WORLD

- NATURALLY SELF-CENTERED HUMANS
- POVERTY, SCARCETY & STARVATION
“400 million people lack the calories, protein, vitamins, and minerals needed to sustain their bodies & minds in a healthy state”

(Singer, 2011).
“Only 8.6 percent of the population owns 85.6 percent of the global wealth”
(Inequality.org, 2018).
WAVE OF MIGRATION

- Extreme number of migrants arriving in Europe
- Desperate for help
- Selfishness
- Movement is seen as a threat
Lack of collective effort
“Sometimes deaths are produced by some persons or groups of persons in distant, usually affluent, nations”

Onora O’Neil
Migrants flee from Iraq, Afghanistan & Syria
Helpers are, Germany, Sweden & the UK
EUROPE STARTS TO SUFFER

- Taking a toll on the countries resources
- Money, healthcare and cultural aspects
- Tightening the borders
- Identity of Europe
LIFE-BOAT THEORY

- Strong nations = The Life-boat
- Certain number of seats
- Demand higher than the capacity
- Complete justice
- Relates to the migration crisis
“If we divide the world crudely into rich nations and poor nations, two-thirds of them are desperately poor, and only one third comparatively rich, with the United States the wealthiest of all”

Garrett Hardin
Do we earn out life-style?
Lottery of Life
Challenging situation
Currently not working
Out ownership and responsibility
Minimize the amount of killings

THE RIGHT TO LIVE
If we were to redo the lottery of life, how would you like your odds?
Thank you!
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